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under a dandified exterior concealed very genuine ability and
great personal courage, subtler but more dangerous than that of
the bull-like Goering. He had been Hitler's patron and friend
in the days of the "Fighting Front," and, although they had
quarrelled bitterly enough when Hitler was putting his one-man
party views into force, the Leader had a romantic affection for
him, and when he opportunely arrived home after the purge that
was the sequel to Otto Strasser's rebellion, made him the Chief
of Staif of the Storm Troops which gave him full control—under
the Leader—of the fighting forces. The general renewed his old
acquaintance and took advantage of it to get to know some of
the new leaders, particularly Gregor Strasser and Frick. After all,
a political general ought to know everybody. Hitler's evidence
in the Ulm case gave him the chance he sought of opening up
direct contact with the Leader. Just before the cabinet crisis and
ignoring the insults vomited upon him after the verdict by the
National Socialist press, he invited Hitler to lunch and, not
altogether to Hitler's delight, allowed the lunch to have full pub-
licity. Ostensibly it was a meeting to clear up definitely the
National Socialist attitude to the Reichswehr and an inspired
statement explained that the Leader had disclaimed every inten-
tion of competing with the national army by creating a Fascist
militia; the Storm Troops were a mere guard for party meetings.
It was also indicated that the question of National Socialist par-
ticipation in the government was broached. The news caused a
minor sensation and it was somewhat pertinently asked what was
the constitutional position of a general who was by office a mere
bureaucrat and who thus sought to make and unmake cabinets.
Schleicher did not answer the enquirers; he could hardly explain
that he personally interpreted his position as a secretary of state
as being equivalent to that of confidential political adviser to the
commander-in-chief.
Neither was in the least sincere; each was fully conscious of
the game his adversary was playing, but each found nothing
objectionable in going on playing. Schleicher, indeed, took it
more seriously than Hitler. He had provoked the crisis in the
cabinet and he now took a hand in settling it. He got Bruening

